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Description

When a user starts getting connected with more and more project the e-mails that get sent out from Redmine start to become just

noise and the user starts ignoring them.

It would be nice to be able to create some user specific filters (similar to the way you filter issues on the issues list) that would allow

the user to define when they get e-mails.

Example:

I want to get e-mailed about:

All new issues from ProjectA.

All issues I am assigned to, watching or reported in ProjectA, ProjectB, and ProjectD

All resolved issues from ProjectB that are assigned to John and Mary

History

#1 - 2008-02-14 20:47 - Thomas Lecavelier

I agree with this feature: I have 14 "mini" projects in my redmine of production at work, and each of them has a different subset of users who have

different role on each of one.

This advanced feature would be a big "plus" for redmine adoption in entreprises, since the actual behavior can still be the default one, and once

configured, become a really powerful feature.

#2 - 2008-03-13 02:25 - Maxim Krušina

And also, it could be very usefull to be able to set Watching of issue to other people. For example, I create new ticket and I need set Watch to my

coleague, who is not interested in this project, but only in this one issue. This will be big plus for us...

#3 - 2008-03-13 02:28 - Maxim Krušina

More on this topic here: #515

#4 - 2009-07-16 11:52 - GOYELLO IT Services

We've created a fix that might help you:

http://www.redmine.org/boards/3/topics/7453

#5 - 2013-03-18 16:40 - Dipan Mehta

On the My Account page - user can select one of the 4 levels of notifications:

1. For any events in all my projects

2. For any envets in select projects

3. Only things I watch or I'm involved in

4. Only things I am assigned to

5. Only things I am owner off

6. No events

Looks' like what you are asking you.
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